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1

(April 26, 2022, 9:05 a.m.)

2

* * *

3

CHAIR U'U:

4

(Feedback.)

5

CHAIR U'U:

6

This is the liquor annual workshop.

3

Aloha, everybody.

Somebody's phone might be on.
It is Tuesday,

7

April 26, 2022.

8

chair of the commission, and I call this meeting to order.

9

(Gavel.)

The time is 9:05.

I'll do roll call.

My name is Bruce U'u; I'm

I'm going to do a roll call.

10

Pursuant to the Sunshine Law, please also indicate who, if

11

anyone is present with you at your location.

12

(Feedback.)

13

CHAIR U'U:

14

I will start with the liquor commissioners and move

15

We're getting the whine effect on that.

on to the adjudication board members.

16

Vice Chair Stanley Ruidas.

17

COMMISSIONER RUIDAS:

18

CHAIR U'U:

19

(No response.)

20

CHAIR U'U:

21

Commissioner Jerrybeth De Mello.

22

COMMISSIONER DE MELLO:

23

CHAIR U'U:

24

(No response.)

25

CHAIR U'U:

Home and alone.

Commissioner Jamie Becraft.

I don't think he's logged on just yet.

Here.

Commissioner Boswell.

Okay.

Not logged on yet.
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1

Commissioner Ho.

2

COMMISSIONER HO:

3

CHAIR U'U:

4

Commissioner Patel.

5

COMMISSIONER PATEL:

6

Yes, I'm here alone.

Thank you.

Yes, I'm here in my office and

alone.

7

CHAIR U'U:

8

COMMISSIONER MATSUMOTO:

9

4

Commissioner Matsumoto.
Good morning.

I'm at my

office and alone.

10

CHAIR U'U:

11

Commissioner Padilla, I've heard, will be a little

12

Good morning.

late but will be attending.

13

Member Sanchez.

14

MEMBER SANCHEZ:

15

CHAIR U'U:

16

Okay.

Sorry, I think I missed

Commissioner Richardson.

17
18

Here, alone.

COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON:

In my office alone.

Good

morning.

19

CHAIR U'U:

20

Member Sanchez of the liquor control adjudication

21

Sorry about that, buddy.

board.

22

MEMBER SANCHEZ:

23

CHAIR U'U:

24

Member Kalanihuia.

25

(No response.)

Here, alone.

Thank you.
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1

CHAIR U'U:

2

MS. KHANGSENGSING:

3

CHAIR U'U:

4

(No response.)

5

CHAIR U'U:

6

Member Kalani Mossman.

7

(No response.)

8

CHAIR U'U:

9

MEMBER CATHCART:

10

5

Member Shane Dudoit.
-- him on.

Shane, you there?

We can go back if need be.

Member Howard Cathcart.
Present and alone in my office.

Aloha.

11

CHAIR U'U:

12

Excused thus far are Member Alan Almeida and Member

13

Thank you.

Rhonda Loo.

14

Corporation Counsel Jennifer Oana.

15

MEMBER DUDOIT:

16

CHAIR U'U:

17

MEMBER DUDOIT:

18

CHAIR U'U:

19

Again, Corporation Counsel Jennifer Oana, are you

20

Chair, I'm here.

Okay, Shane.

Jen, are you on?

Dudoit.

Thank you.

Okay, okay.

Sorry, Hawaiians.

All good.

present?

21

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

22

CHAIR U'U:

23

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

24

I'd like to just remind all of the commissioners and

25

Chair, can you hear me?

Yes, I can.

Thank you very much.

Okay.

board members to keep your video on.

Thank you.

At least a quorum needs
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1

to be visible.

6

Thank you.

2

CHAIR U'U:

3

Prosecuting Attorney Richard Post.

4

MS. KHANGSENGSING:

5

MR. ROST:

6

CHAIR U'U:

7

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

8

CHAIR U'U:

9

DEPUTY DIRECTOR KAHOOHANOHANO:

10
11

Thank you.

Yeah, Richard Rost.

CHAIR U'U:

I'm here.

Director Layne Silva.
Present.

Deputy Director Jarrett Kahoohanohano.
Present.

Secretary to the commission, Maria

Khangsengsing.

12

MS. KHANGSENGSING:

13

CHAIR U'U:

14

Rost.

I'm here.

And secretary to the director, Lianne

Suzuki.

15

MS. SUZUKI:

16

CHAIR U'U:

17

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

(Inaudible.)
Thank you.
Also will be joining us

18

later on in the meeting is Liquor Control Officer IV Bill

19

Pacheco.

20

LCO IV PACHECO:

21

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

22

CHAIR U'U:

23

LCO IV PACHECO:

24

CHAIR U'U:

25

LCO IV PACHECO:

I'm here.
There's Bill.

Bill, are you alone and lonely -Yes, I am alone.

-- in your office?

Thank you.

Alone in my office.
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CHAIR U'U:

2

LCO IV PACHECO:

3

CHAIR U'U:

7

Moving on to the -All alone.

Moving on to the first item on the

4

agenda, I'll entertain a motion for approval of today's

5

agenda.

6

when you guys state the motions, please supply your name

7

because not everyone is visible, and my eyes are also not

8

working.

9

approval for today's meeting agenda.

10
11

Please state your name.

COMMISSIONER DE MELLO:

CHAIR U'U:
Mello.

15

CHAIR U'U:

I make

Do I have a second for the meeting

agenda for the meeting for today?

17

19

Jerrybeth De Mello.

Do I have a second?
(No response.)

18

I need a motion for

The motion was made by Commissioner De

14

16

And, please,

a motion to approve the agenda for today.

12
13

Can I have a motion for the agenda?

COMMISSIONER HO:
Ho.

Hi, Chair.

This is Commissioner

I approve the motion.
CHAIR U'U:

Seconded by Commissioner Ho.

20

will call for the vote.

21

we move on?

Chair -- I

Is there any discussion first before

22

(No response.)

23

CHAIR U'U:

24

I'm gonna do a roll call vote.

25

motion say aye, and those opposed say nay.

Seeing none, I'll call for the vote.
All those in favor of the
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1

Vice Chair Ruidas.

2

COMMISSIONER RUIDAS:

3

CHAIR U'U:

4

(No response.)

5

CHAIR U'U:

6

COMMISSIONER DE MELLO:

7

CHAIR U'U:

8

(No response.)

9

CHAIR U'U:

Aye.

Commissioner Becraft.

Commissioner De Mello.
Aye.

Commissioner Boswell.

Commissioner Ho.

10

COMMISSIONER HO:

11

CHAIR U'U:

12

COMMISSIONER PATEL:

13

CHAIR U'U:

14

COMMISSIONER RICHARDSON:

15

CHAIR U'U:

16

COMMISSIONER MATSUMOTO:

17

CHAIR U'U:

18

MEMBER SANCHEZ:

19

CHAIR U'U:

20

(No response.)

21

CHAIR U'U:

22

MEMBER DUDOIT:

23

CHAIR U'U:

24

(No response.)

25

CHAIR U'U:

Aye.

Okay.

Commissioner Patel.
Aye.

Commissioner Richardson.
Aye.

Commissioner Matsumoto.
Aye.

Member Sanchez.
Aye.

Member Kalanihuia.

Member Dudoit.
Aye.

Member Mossman.

Member Cathcart.
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1

MEMBER CATHCART:

2

CHAIR U'U:

3

The motion is unanimous, and the motion passes.

4

Moving on --

5

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

6

Aye.

Thank you.

May I

interrupt?

7

CHAIR U'U:

8

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

9

Excuse me, Chair.

Go ahead.
Thank you.

So just looking at

the roll call, I notice that you do have seven members present

10

from the liquor control commission and three members present

11

from the liquor control adjudication board.

12

meeting between those boards, but I believe all -- both boards

13

need to have quorum to proceed.

14

CHAIR U'U:

15

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

This is a joint

Okay.
So I just want to make note that

16

we do acknowledge three members present for the liquor control

17

adjudication board, but pursuant to the Sunshine Law, the --

18

without all -- without a quorum, the meeting for the liquor

19

control adjudication board is basically automatically

20

canceled.

21

presentations can proceed, and I'll ask one of the present

22

members from the liquor control adjudication board, and that

23

would be Board Member Sanchez, Dudoit, and Cathcart if you

24

could make notes because at the next meeting for your board if

25

you can do a short little report on what you folks heard at

But because this is a presentation, the
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10

today's meeting.

2

MEMBER DUDOIT:

3

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

4

CHAIR U'U:

5

Moving on to public testimony.

Can do.
Thank you so much.

Thank you, Jen, for the clarity.
For oral testimony,

6

each testifier will be limited to two minutes on each agenda

7

item with one minute to conclude.

8

sign up to testify by sending a direct message in the chat

9

function to the commission staff signifying their intention to

Testifiers via video may

10

testify and noting the agenda item number.

11

not be submitted within the chat function, and the chat

12

function may not be used to contact commissioners or other

13

meeting parties for commencing -- commenting on agenda items

14

or other matters.

15

meeting for breaking decorum.

16

mute their audio and video when they aren't testifying.

17

testifiers will be called first, followed by phone testifiers,

18

then in-person testifiers.

19

at the beginning of the meeting, so if you want to give

20

testimony, now would be the time.

Individuals may be disconnected from the
Testifiers are also asked to

Maria, first testifier, please.

22

MS. KHANGSENGSING:

23

CHAIR U'U:

24

MS. KHANGSENGSING:
waving.

Video

We will be only taking testimony

21

25

Testimony should

There's no one signed up.

No one signed up to testify, none?
Actually, Dave Jorgenson is
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1
2

MR. JORGENSEN:

Sorry.

11

I signed in the chat room.

I don't know; maybe it didn't come through.

3

CHAIR U'U:

4

MR. JORGENSEN:

Go ahead, Dave.
Just real briefly, I appreciate the

5

fact that both bodies are meeting today and that it's

6

available for all of us to watch as we can without needing to

7

come down there.

8

were both planning on participating more to make comments, but

9

looking at the agenda, we realize how -- how slammed it is,

I know -- I believe Craig Nakamura and I

10

and our comments would be related to current procedures,

11

forms, and what you will as we've discussed at prior meetings.

12

We will await the opportunity in the future to work with the

13

department at the department's convenience to provide comments

14

on some of the issues that have been brought up previously and

15

that I know will come up again.

16

maybe Peter Horovitz and others will also look forward to that

17

opportunity.

18

not ignoring you, we're not avoiding the opportunity, we just

19

assumed and believe this is not -- probably not the right time

20

for it.

I'm sure Keri Mehling and

So I just wanted to mention we're not -- we're

So thank you.

Have a good day.

21

CHAIR U'U:

22

Any questions from the commissioners?

23

(No response.)

24

CHAIR U'U:

25

Thank you, Dave.

Seeing none, any other -- any other

testifiers wishing to testify, please do so now.
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1

(No response.)

2

CHAIR U'U:

3

At this time, we'll move on to the agenda for the
workshop, and I'll turn it over to -- a question, a quick one.

6
7

I think to my understanding, Melissa Padilla just
showed up on the screen, so just to take a moment on that.

8
9
10

Seeing none, public testimony is now

closed.

4
5

12

MS. KHANGSENGSING:
turn, Layne.

Where are we?

No, it's your

It goes -- no, A and B, we're starting the

workshop.

11

CHAIR U'U:

The workshop.

Okay.

On the workshop,

12

the liquor control commission and the liquor adjudication

13

board members will receive presentations from personnel from

14

the department of liquor control, prosecuting attorney, and

15

corporation counsel on the following items.

16

taken by the members.

17

section of A, B, C, for example, at the end of each section,

18

say A, is when we'll give the commissioners and adjudicators

19

time to ask questions if there are any questions.

20

very much.

No action will be

And I just want to note after each

Thank you

21

At this time, I'll turn it over to Director Silva.

22

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

23
24
25

Thank you very much, Chair

U'u.
Good morning, everyone.

This is the liquor

commission and adjudication board workshop for the year 2022.
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1

We're just real briefly gonna go over -- if you all have your

2

agenda, we're gonna go right down the agenda beginning with

3

Item A, which is a description of the department of liquor

4

control.

5

with the department's mission statement, which is:

6

the health, safety, and welfare of the general public by

7

regulating and controlling the liquor industry in the

8

importation, manufacture, sale, and service of alcoholic

9

beverages to provide a safe and healthy environment for the

10
11

Items 1 and 2 kind of go hand in hand, so I'll start

people of Maui County.

Protect

That is the mission.

So going on to duties and functions.

Our duties and

12

functions, The director of liquor control shall be:

13

administrative head of the department of liquor control;

14

investigate violations of the liquor control laws of the state

15

and of rules established by the liquor control commission;

16

have such other powers and duties as may be assigned by the

17

mayor or as may be provided by law.

18

examples of that during COVID.

19

and we were asked to enforce the Public Health Emergency Rules

20

that is directly related to Item No. 4.

21

The

We had very clear

And that actually was enacted,

The department's goals are:

To enforce the Hawaii

22

Revised Statutes and the rules established by the Liquor

23

Commission of the County of Maui; promote liquor control

24

through alcohol education; and to achieve voluntary compliance

25

with liquor laws and rules by licensees; to control the
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1

conditions associated with the importation, manufacture, sale,

2

and service of alcoholic beverages through a fair and

3

efficient licensing and permitting process; provide the

4

necessary staff and services to the liquor commission and

5

liquor control adjudication board to carry out their

6

responsibilities as set forth within Hawaii Revised Statutes

7

and the Charter of the County of Maui.

8

Our program objective is to:

9

Carry out effective

enforcement of liquor laws and rules, offer ongoing education

10

for licensees and their employees, and to provide fair and

11

efficient licensing and permit processes as directed by the

12

liquor commission.

13

Moving on, the general overview of Title MC-08

14

Subtitle 01, Chapter 101, Rules Governing the Manufacture and

15

Sale of Intoxicating Liquor of the County of Maui.

16

the rule book.

17

book, which are the rules governing the manufacture and sale

18

of intoxicating liquor of the County of Maui.

19

the general overview is:

20

carry out the mandates of Chapter 281 HRS for the efficient

21

administration of the manufacture and sale of liquor and to

22

prescribe the proper conduct of business of liquor licensees.

23

That is

Chapter 101 is the front portion of the rule

The purpose --

The purpose of the commission is to

Overview of MC-08-01, Chapter 102, second portion,

24

Rules Governing Administrative Practices and Procedures of the

25

Liquor (inaudible) Maui.

Those rules shall govern the
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1

administrative practices and procedures for the Department of

2

Liquor Control of the County of Maui and are promulgated

3

pursuant to the provisions of Chapter 91 HRS.

4

intention of the said liquor commission and liquor control

5

adjudication board that the following rules create and carry

6

out the purposes and policies of Chapter 91 HRS as aforesaid

7

and that they shall be construed and interpreted (inaudible)

8

favorable to achieve its purpose.

9

It is the

Moving on, we're identifying as our licensing

10

section; however, our licensing section falls within the

11

administrative services division.

12

division provides the staff needed to service the office of

13

the director, liquor commission, and liquor control

14

adjudication board.

15

permits, audit, education, registration, and certification are

16

provided to licensees and the public.

17

The administrative services

In addition, services in licensing,

Enforcement section:

The enforcement section

18

provides inspectional, educational, and investigative services

19

on a daily basis to ensure the health, safety, and welfare of

20

the public.

21

that is conducted, enforcement operations include:

22

Inspectional is they conduct inspections of liquor-licensed

23

premises.

24

special license and transient vessels, which are the tour and

25

cruise ships that come in.

And just to give you a few examples of the way

They do manner of operations inspections for

They do investigations based on
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1

police source investigations which include fatalities,

2

operating under the influence of an intoxicant, assault or

3

disorderly conduct, or prohibitions involving minors.

4

also conduct hourly police checks on the night shift and by

5

communicating directly with the department of -- the Police

6

Department in Maui finding out if there were any liquor-

7

related arrests and if there were, they will go directly to

8

cellblock to interview the people while they're still

9

intoxicated hopefully.

They

And they also conduct minor decoy

10

operations directly with the Maui Police Department and

11

undercover special operations jointly with other governmental

12

agencies in order to enforce for complaints, noise levels, and

13

other general complaints that may come in from the public.

14

We're to the section of certification exam and

15

training.

16

Kahoohanohano, and he will give you guys a brief explanation

17

of that portion.

18

I will turn that over to Deputy Director Jarrett

DEPUTY DIRECTOR KAHOOHANOHANO:

Good morning.

So,

19

basically, certification exam and training, I'm gonna give you

20

the reason behind why we do this, those exams and training.

21

So under the Rules of the Commission Section 08-101-70,

22

Employee Approved By the Director, it states that on every

23

licensed premise, an on-duty employee duly approved by the

24

director must be in active charge of each premise during all

25

times that such premise is open for business.

Provided this
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1

section shall not apply to Class 8 transient vessels except

2

when they are issued an annual license or year-long license.

3

The term "employee approved by the director" means a

4

managerial, supervisory employee, or whoever licensed who is

5

21 years of age or older, has successfully completed an

6

examination administered by the department of liquor, attended

7

a server training program approved by the department, and

8

issued a certificate by the department.

9

be valid for a term of four years from date of issue and must

The certificate shall

10

be (inaudible) regularly available on the premises for

11

inspection at all times.

12

design and approved by the department itself.

13

cards must be renewed by examination every four years.

14

This certificate is a (inaudible)
Certification

So on a Class 12, which is a hotel license, an on-

15

duty employee approved by the director must be in active

16

charge of each liquor-dispensing area.

17

a different move with that type of license is because hotel as

18

you know to have different dispensing areas within -- they

19

have a pool area, different dining areas, they all can come

20

under that one hotel license, so each dispensing area needs

21

somebody who is (inaudible).

22

to have all managers, so the owners of the license need to

23

have -- need to have all managers, assistant managers,

24

supervisory personnel, or any other person who performs any

25

type of managerial/supervisory function in conjunction with

The reason why that's

Licensees shall be responsible
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1

the operation, maintenance, supervision, or management of a

2

licensed premises directly or indirectly, and they need to

3

meet the minimum requirements set forth by the commission to

4

be an employee approved by the director which, like we said,

5

they need to be the certification exams, etc.

6

employee -- and underneath the employee approved by the

7

director must be in active charge and be within each liquor

8

dispensing and consumption area at all times whenever sale,

9

service, or consumption of liquor is taking place.

And on the

10

So I know during the COVID health emergency rule

11

period, we had a problem where we couldn't do face-to-face

12

exams, and that hindered our progress on getting any new

13

certification cards out to the -- to our consumers or our

14

licensees, so we did -- as soon as we could, we started

15

dealing with collaborating with the Hyatt Regency Kaanapali,

16

University of Hawaii Maui campus, and we administered exams in

17

one of the Hyatt (inaudible).

18

people.

19

feet apart, and they could wear masks.

20

started it off.

21

lecture room where we could have 35 people sit six feet apart

22

with masks and do the exam.

23

They had to do different

Because it was an outside venue, they could be six
So that's how we

UHMC, same thing; we had a conference room, a

And then because we tried to do this as much as

24

possible, but we were trying on board with the online exam,

25

certification exam.

So in December of 2021, we started online
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1

certification exams.

2

and then as soon as we got clearance from our outside vendor

3

to open that up, we did.

4

requests have been covered.

5

within two to (inaudible) days of the initial request with an

6

online certification exam link.

7

try and find a more better -- a better way to administer the

8

online exam.

9

point where we're happy with the progress.

10

We started off with 25 people per week,

And as it stands right now, all
Any current request is answered

And we're still working to

We're not gonna stop until we can get it to a

And as of right now, we started in-person exams

11

again at our service center, Room 207.

12

people.

13

rendered seven people showing up.

14

got their cards.

15

We accommodate 25

Our first exam that we had on the 6th of April only
All seven passed, all seven

So with that, the certification exam and training

16

between January 1st and April 22nd, we've actually

17

administered 1,544 exams, so that's hybrid, the majority of

18

which is the online exam.

19

certification cards during that time.

20

we're moving along in the right direction.

21
22
23

And then, we also issued 1,062
So we're getting along;

And if you guys have any questions on the
certification exam or training that I can answer.
CHAIR U'U:

At this time, we'll ask the commission

24

members or adjudication board members, do you guys have any

25

questions for the director and deputy director?

And if you
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1

guys do, please unmute yourself, 'cause I can't see everyone

2

on the screen.

3

director under Item A?

So any questions for the director or deputy

4

(No response.)

5

CHAIR U'U:

6

Seeing none, we're gonna go on to

Item A.

7

DEPUTY DIRECTOR KAHOOHANOHANO:

Okay.

So minor

8

registration section, and, again, I'm just gonna give a

9

background, give you the section where it comes out of our

10

rules.

11

08-101-73, Employment and Registration of Minors, this says,

12

No person under 18 years of age shall be employed in any

13

section of a licensed premises where liquor is sold, stored,

14

served, consumed, or readily available unless licensee has

15

registered and obtained approval from the director for the

16

employment of or the entertainment by such a minor.

17

department of liquor control registration of a minor Form No.

18

DLC-023 must be completed and signed by a corporate officer or

19

authorized agent of the employer and must be provided to the

20

minor and parent.

21

on the department's website.

22

the licensee must inform the parent to make an appointment

23

with the licensing investigator.

24

at 243-706.

25

parent or legal guardian must be interviewed by the

Under the rules of the commission under Section

The

The license registration form can be found
After receiving the paperwork,

You can call the direct line

The person under 18 years of age and his or her
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1

investigator, who will submit a report to the director

2

regarding the employment of the individual.

3

set by the commission are complied with, then the director may

4

approve the licensee's request to waive conditions for the

5

protection of the person under 18.

If the standards

6

When they do make that appointment, they come in,

7

they hand us the paperwork, our investigator will make sure

8

that everything is kosher, all the information is right, and

9

we then request a government-issued ID to prove age of the

10

minor.

11

passport, if possible.

12

interview goes through, we'll process as we can collect $10

13

for the processing fee.

So it's either a driver's license, state ID, or a

14

And after that entire -- that entire

And the duties of the person under 18 years of age

15

shall not include selling, stocking, and to come into contact

16

with the serving liquor unless the person is approved on a

17

program under Section 281-70E-4 from the Hawaii Revised

18

Statutes.

19

educational purposes.

20

colleges and high schools when they cook with alcohol.

21

that would be the only time that anybody under the age of 18

22

is allowed to come in contact with alcohol.

23

What that is is an educational -- it's for
It's only used in the -- for the
So

The licensee shall provide adequate supervision at

24

all times for an employee under 21 years of age or such

25

employees employed on the licensee's premises.

They're also
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1

not allowed to work past midnight.

2

information is given to the parent when they come in for the

3

appointment for the interview.

4

picture ID, a governmental ID, we'll allow them to bring a

5

copy of their birth certificate or school ID, and we'll give

6

them a 30-day temporary card for them to go and work, but

7

within that 30 days, they need to produce a government ID and

8

come back and get a new card so they can continue working.

9

Once the 30 days is done, they have to continue the -- start

And all of this

And if they don't have a valid

10

the process all over again.

11

employee registration card shall be in the employee's

12

possession or readily available while on duty within the

13

licensed premises.

14

And, of course, the minors

But there's also another type of registration which

15

the director can accept, which is the registration of minors

16

for entertainment or minors -- registration of minors for one

17

day of fund-raising events.

18

application that we found online DLC-025.

19

until June 30th of every year, so by June 30th, 2022, you need

20

to reapply before -- apply June 30th of the following year.

21

And what this is is basically registration for fund-raising

22

events or entertainment without a fee of any person under 21

23

years of age performing and assisting with a religious,

24

charitable, educational, not-for-profit organization to

25

entertain on a licensed premises submitted by the licensee on

And what that constitutes is an
That normally runs
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1

an approved department of liquor control form, which, as I

2

said, was DLC-025, which shall be filed with the department

3

seven days prior to the event.

4

our website like I said.

5

conditions set forth by the commission, which shall include,

6

but not limited to that approved religious, charitable,

7

educational, and not-for-profit status, basically the 501C-3,

8

C-4, C-10, C-19.

9

they are a charitable, religious, educational, or not for the

10
11

And this form can be found on

Licensee shall comply with all

We need some kind of a proof to show that

profit.
Like I said, the registration shall expire every --

12

on June 30th every year and needs to be renewed each July 1st.

13

Minor's name, date of birth, and age and name of the

14

chaperones are all on that, that form, so we know who

15

(inaudible) their age is.

16

responsible to make sure that they've got all necessary

17

clearance and in compliance with child labor laws.

18

minor shall be employed or entertain at any licensed premise

19

other than a Class 2, which is a restaurant; Class 12, which

20

is a hotel; and a 15, which is a condominium hotel license; or

21

any license that is on file with the department and shows 30

22

percent of gross liquor and food revenue is derived from food

23

sales provided that any other licensee will be required to

24

obtain commission approval for the employment and/or

25

(inaudible) minors.

And the licensee is also

And no

So they can apply for a permit.
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1

for your information, in these Class 2, Class 12, and Class

2

15, it has a little shortcut where they can register with the

3

director and if the director deems it -- deems it, they'll get

4

the permit.

5

the commission to (inaudible) their permits.

6
7

Other than that, they would have to go through

CHAIR U'U:

Any questions from the commissioners

and/or adjudication board members, please unmute yourself.

8

(No response.)

9

CHAIR U'U:

10

That's it.

Seeing none, moving on to Item C.

Oh,

Item B.

11

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

12

CHAIR U'U:

13

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

Liquor commission, yeah.

Sorry, Item B.
Okay.

Moving on to

14

Item B, it's the liquor control commission.

15

overview of the liquor control commission's duties and

16

responsibilities.

17

consists of nine members appointed by the mayor and confirmed

18

by the county council.

19

grant, refuse, suspend, and revoke any license for the

20

manufacture, importation, and sale of liquors in the County of

21

Maui.

22

requesting annual appropriations for the operation of the

23

department, promulgating rules and regulations for the

24

administration of the liquor control in the County of Maui,

25

and appointing the director.

Just a brief

The Liquor Commission, County of Maui,

The commission has the authority to

The commission also has the responsibility of
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The liquor control commission is also -- basically,

2

just to give you an example of the typical duties and

3

responsibilities of the liquor commission, they will hear all

4

permit requests that require commission approval; they hear

5

all liquor license applications that are submitted for

6

preliminary hearing and public hearings for approval of

7

issuance of a liquor license in the County of Maui.

8

preliminary hearing is typically the first hearing that

9

they'll go to; that's how they'll be introduced to the liquor

The

10

commission.

11

presentation of what the intentions are of the applicant and

12

what type of business they intend to run as far as license

13

type, class, and kind.

14

The liquor commission will get to hear a brief

If approved by the liquor commission in a

15

preliminary hearing, they'll be scheduled for a public

16

hearing.

17

people are able to testify for or against or submit protests

18

in favor or against any license application.

19

and lessees of record and registered voters located within a

20

500-foot radius of the proposed premises are required to be

21

notified of the intention of the applicant which -- and gives

22

the date of that public hearing to allow for them to come in

23

and speak their piece.

24
25

Public hearing typically is the point in time where

Property owners

A refusal of application due to protest or other
disqualifications, HRS 281-39.5 states if there is 40 percent
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1

protests within an area that is in close proximity to school

2

or playground extensively used by minors, 40 percent opposed

3

would be sufficient for denial based on HRS (inaudible).

4

well as HRS 281-59, if a majority of property owners and

5

lessees or registered voters oppose a liquor license premises

6

within 500-foot radius, that application also will be denied.

7

The commission has the authority to impose conditions on any

8

license issued as long as it is not contrary to state law or

9

the rules of the liquor commission, and those conditions can

As

10

be put in place in regards to protests or past practice, or

11

things that may come up during the application process or the

12

commission will be notified of during the application process.

13

That's all.

14

CHAIR U'U:

15

(No response.)

16

CHAIR U'U:

17
18

maybe you can answer.

Okay.

Any questions for Item B?

Anybody have any question?

One question

You said the Hawaii registered voters?

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

They're looked at as three

19

categories.

20

Property owners of record or lessees of record within a 500-

21

foot radius or registered voters within a 500-foot radius.

22

They're identified as two, two classes.

23

of registered voters within a 500-foot radius that are opposed

24

to a license application, that license application can be

25

denied based on that authority.

It's property -- actually, it's two categories:

If there's a majority
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1

CHAIR U'U:

2

Any other questions for Item B?

3

(No response.)

4

CHAIR U'U:

5

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

6

liquor control adjudication board.

7

adjudication board consists of nine members appointed by the

8

mayor and confirmed by the county council.

9

functions as a quasi-judicial body whose primary

Thank you.

Seeing none, we'll move to Item C.
Item C will go into the
Liquor control

The board

10

responsibility is to administer complaints of the director

11

regarding violations of liquor control laws of the state and

12

the rules of the liquor (inaudible), and to impose penalties

13

for violations thereof as may be provided by law.

14

At this point in time, I will call on Liquor Control

15

Officer IV Bill Pacheco to take over on Item No. 2 on the

16

adjudications.

17

Bill.

LCO IV PACHECO:

Good morning, Commissioners and

18

Members.

19

LCO IV of the department of liquor control.

20

you guys a presentation of how a case or a report gets to

21

adjudication.

22

maybe hold it off until the end, then, you know, you can ask

23

me the questions, whatever.

24

questions in regards to this matter.

25

My name is Bill Pacheco.

I'm the enforcement head
So I'm gonna give

So along the way, if you do have a question,

I'll be willing to answer any

So for violations or reports in general, our
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1

investigators go out on a daily and a nightly basis, and they

2

do -- and they conduct inspections.

3

they do of all the licensees throughout the County of Maui,

4

throughout Lanai, through Molokai, to all the different

5

districts.

6

inspection, they might come across a violation.

7

have a violation, what they'll do is they'll let the licensee

8

know, and they'll issue a form.

9

like a courtesy form.

Now, these inspections

So the first thing they do is when they do an
So if they

This form is more or less

It's called a notice of violation, and

10

what that does is it lets the licensee know whether -- like

11

what the date, the time, the location, and the violation

12

section, the violation rule, and the name of the violation.

13

So that's on the report, and that's for the benefit of the

14

licensee, so the licensee is aware and they are on notice that

15

there was a violation.

16

So a violation, like it normally comes in three ways

17

through us.

18

investigations based on citizen complaints.

19

way that we might get violations is through licensee

20

complaints.

21

licensees as far as violations, you know, just trying to keep

22

a clear -- a fair field of play.

23

tips from other agencies, other government agencies such as

24

police, fire, planning, state department of health, etc.

25

those are the ways that we normally get information that leads

One is a citizen complaint, so sometimes, we do
Okay?

Another

Sometimes licensees make complaints about other

We also get violations or
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Okay?

Of course, once we see a violation, the investigator

3

will need to conduct an investigation of that violation -- or

4

of the complaint, should I say.

5

this investigation, fact-finding, interviews, on the

6

collection of evidence; they'll then generate what's called a

7

violation incident report.

8

reports in my presentation, it's in regards to violation

9

incident reports.

10
11

Okay?

They then -- after conducting

Okay?

So when we talk about

Those are the ones that go through

adjudication.
So once the report is completed -- it's initiated,

12

it's completed, it comes to me.

13

report, and what I'm looking for is I'm looking for if the

14

report is accurate, if it has the elements of the violation,

15

basically I'm looking at if the grammar is correct.

16

main thing is that the report is accurate.

17

I'll take those reports, and it goes to the prosecuting

18

attorney's office.

19

I'll do the review of the

Okay?

So the

After that,

So what the prosecutor does is the prosecutor will

20

review those violations that have come through me that have

21

been approved by me.

22

same thing, for content, to make sure that all the elements of

23

the violation are there, and they'll also make sure that --

24

what charges that they will charge them with.

25

make sure that what the investigator saw or what they found

They, in turn, will look at it for the

So they have to
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1

through the investigation, and they're trying to make sure

2

that they have all the elements before they go to the next

3

stage.

Okay?

4

So the next stage is that once the prosecutor

5

completes his recommendations, it goes to our director, who

6

then will, again, will look at it, look at the elements of the

7

violation.

8

here.

9

adjudication process, that these reports are accurate and they

10

So the process is a lot of checks and balances

We want to make sure that before we take it to any

have the elements.

11

The next thing is that if the -- if the prosecutor

12

finds that the report does not have the elements, then the

13

prosecutor will make the recommendation that, in the

14

prosecutor's estimation, that there's insufficient evidence to

15

move forward with the case.

16

will all go to the director, so the director will also look at

17

all these things.

18

insufficient evidence, then that report is filed away, and

19

it's done.

20

of a violation, but not to the level that it should be

21

presented in front of the adjudication board, then what the

22

director will do is he will issue what's called a Director's

23

Administrative Notice of Written Caution.

24

administrative action; it's not considered an adjudication

25

type of action as far as going to the adjudication board.

That case, with the other cases,

If the director feels that there's

If the director feels that the report has merits

So this is an
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Now, if the director feels along with the prosecutor

2

that the report or the violation merits that it needs to be

3

forwarded to the adjudication board for a trial, at that

4

point, the director's -- the director's office will issue

5

what's called a -- sorry, a complaint -- a complaint and

6

accusation.

7

citation, yeah, but what that is, it's a legal document, it's

8

a legal document to let the licensee know that there was a

9

violation, that the department will be taking this matter in

Okay?

Sometimes we refer to it informally as a

10

front of the adjudication process for trial and will give them

11

an opportunity to present any evidence that they will need to

12

the hearing.

13

As far as the -- what I'd like to add, too, is

14

sometimes there's misunderstanding between what is a citation.

15

In the initial stages -- and I'm going back a little bit.

16

the initial stages, if our investigator in the field during an

17

inspection feels that there is a violation, then they'll issue

18

the notice of violation.

19

violation is not a citation, not a ticket.

20

like I said before, it's an informational form, and it's just

21

to notify the licensee.

22

document and can only come from the office of the director and

23

the department of liquor control.

24

that gets served on the licensee, and the licensee will know

25

when to come, date and time, and gives them time to prepare

In

So to be clear, the notice of
Okay?

What it is

The citation is the actual legal

So they would issue that
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for the trial.

2

As far as that, that's pretty much the basic process

3

of how a report, which is a violation incident report, gets

4

from investigation or first observation, investigation, and to

5

adjudication.

So if you have any questions, feel free.

6

CHAIR U'U:

7

adjudicators and commissioners?

Any questions for Mr. Pacheco from the

8

(No response.)

9

CHAIR U'U:

Seeing none, thank you very much.

10

LCO IV PACHECO:

11

CHAIR U'U:

12
13
14
15

Okay.

Thank you.

I'll turn it back to Layne Silva,

director.
DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

Okay.

Thank you very

much, Bill.
Just real quickly, we will touch on, as stated on

16

the agenda, the mandatory minimum penalties.

17

violations that would incur these mandatory minimum penalties

18

are prohibitions, HRS 281-78, or Rules of the Liquor

19

Commission 08-101-60, which will be sale to any minor; any

20

person at the time under the influence of liquor, drug, or any

21

combination of; any person known to the licensee to be

22

addicted to the excessive use of intoxicating liquor; or any

23

person for consumption in any vehicle that is licensed to

24

travel on public highways.

25

The minors portion.

The two types of

Minor means any person below
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1

the age of 21 years.

2

with consumption of liquor by a minor on any licensed premises

3

is prohibited.

4

and being brought before the adjudication board, if found

5

guilty by the adjudication board for violation of that

6

particular section, they will be subject to mandatory

7

penalties for the sale and service to minors.

8

violation, if the licensee has not been convicted of

9

committing the same offense within the previous five years,

The sale or service of liquor to a minor

If -- going to the process that Bill explained

The first

10

the sentence shall be a fine of not less than $1,000 but not

11

more than $2,000.

12

once convicted, the fine shall not be less than $2,000 or

13

suspension of the license not to exceed (inaudible).

14

violation within five years, if twice convicted, the sentence

15

shall be a suspension of license not to exceed 30 days or

16

revocation of license.

17

years, licensee has thrice been convicted, the sentence shall

18

be revocation of the license.

19

as stated by the HRS.

20

The second violation within five years, if

Third

The fourth violation within five

Those are mandatory penalties,

And that would also apply to prohibitions under the

21

influence.

22

concerned has consumed intoxicating liquor sufficient to

23

impair at the particular time of the inquiry the person's

24

normal mental faculties or ability to care for oneself and

25

guard against casualty or sufficient to substantially impair

Under the influence means that the person
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1

at the time of the inquiry the clearance of the intellect and

2

the control of oneself which the person would otherwise

3

normally possess.

4

influence.

5

identical to the mandatory penalties for the minors.

6

violation, if the licensee has not been convicted of

7

committing the same offense within the previous five years,

8

the sentence shall be a fine of not less than 1,000 but not

9

more than $2,000.

That's our definition of under the

Mandatory penalties for excessive service are
First

The second violation within five years,

10

once convicted, the fine shall not be less than 2,000 or

11

suspension of the license not to exceed 30 days.

12

violation within five years, if twice convicted, the sentence

13

shall be a suspension of license not to exceed 30 days or

14

revocation of the license.

15

years, the licensee has thrice been convicted, the sentence

16

shall be revocation of the license.

17

explanation of the mandatory minimum penalties that can be

18

found by the adjudication board to the licensee.

19

The third

And fourth violation within five

That's a brief

Other penalties could include anything from -- and

20

that is at the discretion of the adjudication board as well as

21

the recommendations by the prosecutor, who at this time, I

22

will ask, Richard, are you there?

23

MR. ROST:

24

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

25

I am here, yes.
Richard, yeah, I'll go

ahead and turn it over to you at this time.

This is our
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prosecutor, Richard Rost.

2

MR. ROST:

Thanks, Layne.

And good morning,

3

everyone.

4

briefly on the agenda is the -- by the way, I'm Richard Rost.

5

I'm the deputy prosecuting attorney assigned to prosecute

6

liquor cases before the liquor control adjudication board.

7

And what I'm gonna be talking about first just briefly is the

8

small -- Hawaii Small Business Regulatory Flexibility Act,

9

which is Chapter 201M in the Hawaii Revised Statutes.

The first thing I'm gonna be talking about just

There's

10

two aspects to that chapter which I'll just touch on briefly.

11

The first one regards rulemaking and certain requirements that

12

are imposed when you're passing rules that may impact small

13

businesses.

14

commission when passing new rules, and I think, you know,

15

corp. Counsel will likely advise them regarding, you know, the

16

various requirements of this chapter and whether they apply

17

and, if they do, what has to happen.

18

overview is simply that where a rule is passed that has

19

certain impacts on small businesses, certain procedures have

20

to be followed regarding the impact of that, and a report to

21

the small business board from the state has to be made.

22

Again, that's something that will come up when new rules are

23

passed.

That's something that will be an issue for the

Basically, the brief

24

More related to what I'll be -- what I do with the

25

liquor control adjudication board is HRS 201M-8, which talks
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1

about waiver or reduction of penalties for small businesses

2

under certain circumstances.

3

small business which may be -- you know, there's a number of

4

bars and restaurants which qualify as small businesses which

5

the chapter defines as having 100 employees or less.

6

are certain circumstances where a fine or penalty can be

7

waived or reduced when the -- when it's being imposed against

8

a small business.

9

the small business corrects the violation within a minimum of

Basically, when a -- when a

There

So when -- the statute provides that when

10

30 days after receipt of the notice of violation, and the

11

violation was unintentional or the result of excusable

12

neglect, or the violation was the result of an excusable

13

misunderstanding of the agencies interpretation of a rule, the

14

fine can be -- is to be waived or reduced.

15

rule in the liquor rules regarding how a fine should be waived

16

or reduced under those circumstances, so it's unlikely to

17

apply because there's a number of exceptions to that, one of

18

which -- whenever a violation involves willful or criminal

19

conduct, it can't be waived under the section.

20

number of -- you know, Chapter 281, the liquor -- the

21

intoxicating liquors chapter imposes criminal penalties for a

22

number of violations.

23

business act won't apply because it's a criminal violation.

24

Or when a violation results in a serious health or safety

25

impact, and, obviously, a lot of liquor rules are going to

Now, there's no

And there's a

So any of those violations, the small
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1

fall under those categories because they're designed to

2

protect health and safety, preventable consumption, prevent

3

minors from drinking, those sorts of things.

4

is something that I think if a small business wants to raise

5

this issue, they can certainly raise it before the board, and

6

it can be dealt with at that time because it's really going to

7

be on the small business, the bar or restaurant or whatever it

8

is, to show that they qualify under this, this section, that

9

they are a small business and that they meet all the various

10
11
12

Generally, this

criteria.
So are there any questions about the Small Business
Regulatory Act before I move on to Section C-4?

13

(No response.)

14

MR. ROST:

Okay.

Well, seeing none, I'll talk about

15

the prosecutor's role in adjudications and procedure.

16

first issue here is the burden of proof.

17

for anything before the liquor control adjudication board is

18

preponderance of the evidence.

19

is -- essentially means the greater weight of evidence

20

supports one position or the other.

21

the department sort of satisfies preponderance of the

22

evidence, if it shows it's more likely than not that a

23

violation has occurred, it doesn't have to be much more likely

24

than not; it simply has to be slightly more likely than not.

25

The burden is not satisfied if it's equally likely that a

And the

The burden of proof

Preponderance of the evidence

It simply means that if
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1

violation occurred or didn't occur, or it's more likely the

2

violation did not occur.

3

It's important to distinguish what's called the

4

burden of proof from the burden of persuasion.

5

persuasion is the party's duty to convince the fact-finder,

6

which is the board, to view the facts in a way that favors

7

that party.

8

the degree to which the board must be convinced an allegation

9

is true, is preponderance of the evidence.

The burden of

Under Section 8-102-90, the standard of proof,

So the burden of

10

persuasion is on the department to show by preponderance of

11

the evidence that a violation occurred.

12

And I'll give you the Hawaii Civil Jury Instruction

13

which -- on preponderance of the evidence.

14

is a quotation.

15

means to prove that something is more likely so than not so.

16

It means proved by evidence which, in your opinion, convinces

17

you that something is more probable -- more probably true than

18

not true.

19

or a greater number of exhibits must be produced.

20

To prove -- this

To prove by a preponderance of the evidence

It does not mean that a greater number of witnesses

So it's up to the board to weigh the evidence to

21

determine whether they want to find that evidence is credible,

22

believable, and whether it satisfies the burden of proof.

23

It's the board's job to evaluate witness credibility,

24

determine whether or not they -- how much weight they want to

25

give each witness and to decide whether the evidence
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1

cumulatively shows that a violation is more likely than not to

2

have occurred.

3

much lower standard than beyond a reasonable doubt, which is

4

the standard used in criminal proceedings.

5

This preponderance of the evidence is a low --

Now moving on to the procedure for adjudications.

6

Bill already talked about the complaint and accusation to some

7

extent.

8

sample complaint in adjudication -- or, I'm sorry, a complaint

9

and accusation, which just is a form, essentially, that lays

I believe you've all been provided with a copy of a

10

out how the complaint and accusation operates.

11

a number of counts; it could be one count or any number of

12

counts.

13

occurred, the section that was violated; it's just a sort of

14

brief summary of what's being alleged.

15

There will be

Each one will state the date that the violation

And as Bill said, the way this process works is the

16

department -- I will review the notices of violation issued by

17

the department, determine which ones I believe can be proven

18

that meet all the criteria for a violation, and after that,

19

the department will prepare the complaint and accusation of

20

the charges which in my opinion we can prove before the board.

21

I'll review the complaint and accusation, sign it, and it'll

22

be served on the licensee.

23

After it's served, the licensee has essentially

24

three choices which are reflected on the acknowledgment that's

25

attached to every complaint and accusation.

The first is
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1

called "Stipulation and Waiver (Guilty Plea)," which

2

essentially admits by the license that they did, in fact,

3

commit the violation, and they waive their right to a hearing.

4

The second option is called "Stipulation Waiver

5

(Request For Informal Hearing)," that's the equivalent of

6

what's called a no-contest plea.

7

admit that you've committed the violation; however, you're

8

essentially admitting that there's enough evidence to find

9

that you did, and you're not going to contest the charge.

A no-contest plea, you don't

The

10

informal hearing under a no-contest plea is essentially to put

11

forward evidence by the licensee to mitigate the penalty due

12

to, say, you know, provide circumstances which might result in

13

the board imposing a lesser penalty, but not contesting the

14

underlying fact that the -- that there was a violation.

15

The third option is called "Notice of Defense,"

16

which is the equivalent of a not guilty plea, and under that

17

option, the licensee contests that they -- takes the position

18

they did not commit the violation at all, and they want to

19

proceed to a hearing where the department will have to prove

20

the allegations, as described earlier, by a preponderance of

21

the evidence.

22

If the department successfully proves the

23

allegations beyond the preponderance of the evidence, then the

24

board moves on to the penalty phase, where I will make

25

arguments regarding what the -- what the appropriate penalty
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1

would be in my -- in my estimation, and the estimation of the

2

department, and the licensee will have a chance to make an

3

argument as to what they believe an appropriate penalty will

4

be.

5

light of the evidence that came in during the hearing, and,

6

you know, adjourn and -- or deliberate, make an appropriate

7

decision as to what they believe an appropriate penalty would

8

be under all the circumstances of the case.

The board can consider those arguments, evaluate them in

9

If there are any -- I believe that's everything I've

10

got, but if there are any questions, I'll be happy to answer

11

them.

12
13

CHAIR U'U:

Any questions by the commissioners or

the adjudicators?

14

(No response.)

15

CHAIR U'U:

And seeing none, a question for the

16

commissioners and adjudicators before we move on to D, the

17

last one.

18

right through?

Does anybody need a break or do you guys want to go

19

(Response.)

20

CHAIR U'U:

21

I've got some nods of right through, so

at this time -- anything?

22

(No response.)

23

CHAIR U'U:

Anybody?

Okay.

24

Who do we turn that over to?

25

MS. KHANGSENGSING:

We good?

We're moving on to Item No. D.

Jen.
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That's me.

That is you, Jen.

Aloha, Jen, welcome.

Hello, Chair.

Hello,

4

Commissioners and Members; good to see all of you folks, and

5

looking forward to meeting the ones I haven't met yet.

6

So I did prepare a PowerPoint, and compared to the

7

other speakers, mine might look boring; it's not.

8

is very interesting, but it's a lot of words on my PowerPoint

9

'cause I copied some of the law.

10
11

now.

Oh, yeah, thank you.
Okay.

The content

So I'm gonna share my screen

Okay.

So let me see.

So let's start with the duties and

12

responsibilities of my department.

13

2, that's where you find the department of the corporation

14

counsel, and it says, The corporation counsel shall be the

15

chief legal advisor and legal representative of the county, of

16

the council, the mayor, all departments, and all boards and

17

commissioners; and all officers and employees in matters

18

relating to their official duties.

19

corporation counsel assigned to each and every county board

20

and commission, and we're here to advise you on the law,

21

Sunshine Law, and assist with any legal questions you guys

22

might have.

23

Under the Charter Chapter

So there is a deputy

So with regard to the liquor laws of Maui County, we

24

have three sets of laws that discuss the liquor laws in Maui.

25

First is the charter; the second is the Hawaii Revised
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1

Statutes, which is the enabling statute; and our county

2

administrative rules.

3

13 discusses the department of liquor control, and this

4

Section 8-13.2 specifically discusses the liquor control

5

commission.

6

part of the presentation, but I pretty much took this word for

7

word from the charter.

8

point is where the charter gives the liquor control commission

9

its powers.

So starting with the charter, Chapter

And I know Director Silva mentioned this in his

And as you can see, the second bullet

And again, No. 1 is to review the budget of the

10

department every year.

11

let you carry out your business.

12

renew, refuse applications for liquor licenses.

13

to annually review and evaluate the director of liquor control

14

and submit a report to the mayor and the council.

15

fifth one is a catchall, Have such other powers and duties as

16

may be provided by laws.

17

creates a special, you know, county code that would, you know,

18

cover that.

The second one is to adopt rules that
The third one is to grant,
The fourth is

And the

This could happen if the council

19

In the charter under that same heading of department

20

of liquor control, we have Section 8-13.3, which is the liquor

21

control adjudication board.

22

also because the board shall hear and determine administrative

23

complaints of the director regarding violations of the liquor

24

control laws of the state or of the rules of the liquor

25

control commission and impose penalties for violations

And this one is very important
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provided by law.
This Section 8-13.4 in the charter is with regard to

3

the director of liquor control.

4

up is because it does mention the liquor control commission.

5

The director of the department shall be appointed and may be

6

removed by the liquor control commission.

7

removed by the liquor control commission only after being

8

informed in writing of the charges which are resulting in the

9

director's dismissal and after being given a hearing before

And the reason why I put this

The director may be

10

the commission.

11

charter commission, they are -- they were proposing a little

12

bit of tweaks to this section as well as the sections in the

13

police commission, and that might be it, but where it says

14

"charges," they are contemplating changing that to "reasons."

15

Charges gives you kind of -- it connotes that there's a

16

criminal, you know, thing going on, but it may not be

17

criminal, so they're gonna try to change that word to reasons.

18

And then also in the charter under Article 13, which

As you folks might have been following the

19

is the general provisions of the charter, it does mention

20

about boards and commissions, so I just kind of want to

21

highlight that.

22

term "officer," and I want you folks all to know that when you

23

hear the term officer, it does mean a member of any board or

24

commission of the county.

25

In the Definitions section, they have the

I also want to point you to Section 13-2, which is
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1

general provisions, again, of boards and commissions, and it

2

states the usual things like members shall have staggered

3

terms of five years.

4

you to that we should always be mindful of is the one that I

5

highlighted.

6

provided by the charter or by law, no board or commission nor

7

its membership shall interfere in any way with the

8

administrative affairs of the department.

9

and commissions are given powers either by the charter or an

But the one that I really want to point

Except for purposes of inquiry and as otherwise

So while all boards

10

HRS or the Maui County Code, unless the charter, the code says

11

that you can do -- you can interfere with operations of the

12

department, this section in the charter says you're not

13

allowed to do so.

14

commission, you guys may hire, and you may discipline the

15

director, but you may not interfere with his operations.

16

You're not allowed to demand the director to do something with

17

regard to his operations.

18

that.

19

lane, and you folks have yours.

20

So, you know, just like the liquor

So I just want to be mindful of

We have to, you know, stay in our lane.

He has his

The next thing I want to discuss briefly and not in

21

detail because that chapter is super long -- and I did give

22

Maria an updated copy of the entire chapter, and I think you

23

guys all have that.

24

is with regard to intoxicating liquor.

25

statute for the liquor laws of all the counties.

But Hawaii Revised Statutes Chapter 281
This is the enabling
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1

enabling statute is is basically the -- you know, the first

2

law that basically gives the powers to an entity.

3

be need -- there may need some explaining or clarification or

4

adopting rules to establish procedure, but the HRS Chapter 281

5

is where we get the meat of all our laws, and these are state

6

laws.

7

laws, and so this applies to all of the counties.

8
9

There may

As you guys all know, Hawaii Revised Statutes are state

So there are seven parts, and they are listed up
there.

I'm kind of just gonna go over some sections of

10

Chapter 281 because, again, it is really long, but I kind

11

of -- when I was going through it, I wanted to kind of

12

highlight certain things that have come up in our meetings and

13

maybe it'll be helpful for you guys to see where the law with

14

regard to, you know, whatever we're doing was coming from.

15

Okay.

So this Section 281-3, Illegal manufacture,

16

importation, or sale of liquor.

17

person not having a valid license to manufacture or sell any

18

liquor except as provided in this chapter.

19

It shall be unlawful for any

It is unlawful for any person not having a valid

20

wholesale license or a valid manufacturer's license to import

21

any liquor from without the state -- and it does say "without

22

the state."

23

that -- except as otherwise provided in this chapter.

24
25

It kind of reads weird to me, but it does say

A license shall constitute authority for the
licensee to sell only the liquor authorized to be sold by the
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licensee.
This next section, HRS 281-4, Liquor consumption on

3

unlicensed premises prohibited when -- and, you know, just

4

basically running through that, It shall be unlawful for any

5

person who keeps or maintains any restaurant or other premises

6

where food, beverages, or entertainment are provided or

7

brought in by patrons or guests and who is not a licensee of

8

the commission, to promote, encourage, aid, or permit the

9

consumption of liquor on the premises, except during the hours

10

between 6:00 a.m. and 12:00 a.m.

11

Director, please correct me if I'm wrong, this is when, you

12

know, they go to a restaurant, and they don't have a liquor

13

license, but you can bring your own in.

14

And I think -- and,

It shall be lawful for any person who is present at

15

any restaurant or other premises where food, beverages, or

16

entertainment are sold, provided, or brought in by patrons or

17

guests and which premises are not licensed by the commission

18

to consume any liquor on the premises, except during the hours

19

between which licensed premises of dispensers are permitted to

20

be open for the transaction of business.

21

And it shall be unlawful for any person who keeps or

22

maintains any restaurant or other premises where food,

23

beverages, or entertainment are provided, or brought in by

24

patrons or guests, to sell or provide or allow the consumption

25

of liquor to or for any of the following persons knowing that
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1

such person has, or is about to obtain, liquor for consumption

2

by the person on the premises, to wit:

3

at the time under the influence of liquor, any disorderly

4

person, any person known to be addicted to the excessive use

5

of liquor, or any person for consumption in any vehicle on the

6

premises.

7

Any minor, any person

And again, I'm just kind of highlighting the

8

sections that I think you guys are interested in.

9

strongly suggest everybody thumb through the whole chapter

10
11

I do

when you have time.
So 281-11, County liquor commissions and liquor

12

adjudication boards.

13

board consisting of not less than five members -- it says a

14

bunch of other things, blah, blah, blah -- may be created for

15

each of the counties.

16

Okay.

A liquor commission or adjudication

So 281-17, Jurisdiction and powers.

This is

17

a really important section.

18

the jurisdiction, power, authority, and discretion, subject

19

only to this chapter:

20
21
22

The liquor commission shall have

1) To grant, refuse, suspend, and revoke any license
for the manufacture, importation, and sale of liquor;
To take appropriate action against a person who

23

manufactures, sells, or purchases any liquor without being

24

authorized pursuant to this chapter; provided that in counties

25

that have established by charter a liquor control adjudication
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1

board, the board shall have the jurisdiction, power,

2

authority, and discretion to hear and determine administrative

3

complaints of the director regarding violations of the liquor

4

laws of the state or of the rules of the liquor commission,

5

and impose penalties for violations thereof as provided by

6

law.

7

Also, the jurisdiction, power, and authority to

8

control, supervise, and regulate the manufacture, importation,

9

and sale of liquor by investigation, enforcement, and

10

education -- and this might be something you might want to

11

have at the back of your pocket.

12

commissioners kind of has some question about this -- provided

13

that any educational program shall be limited to the

14

commission staff, commissioners, liquor control adjudication

15

board members, and licensees and their employees, and shall be

16

financed through the money collected from the assessment of

17

fines against licensees; provided that fine monies, not to

18

exceed ten percent a year of fines accumulated, may be used to

19

fund public liquor-related educational or enforcement

20

programs.

I think one of the

21

I think there's more.

22

From time to time to make, amend, and repeal rules,

23

not inconsistent with this chapter, as in the judgment of the

24

commission are deemed appropriate for carrying out the chapter

25

for the efficient administrative -- administration thereof,

Yes.
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and the proper conduct of the business of all licensees.

2

To appoint and remove an administrator, who may be

3

also appointed an investigator, and who shall be responsible

4

for the operations and activities of the staff.

5

To limit the number of licensees in any class or

6

kind within the county or the number of licenses in any class

7

or kind to do business in any given locality when in the

8

judgment of the commission such limitations are in the public

9

interest.

10

To prescribe the nature of the proof to be

11

furnished, the notices to be given, and the conditions to be

12

met or observed in case of the issuance of a duplicate license

13

in place of one alleged to have been lost or destroyed.

14

To fix hours between which licensed premises of any

15

kind or classes may be regularly be open for the transaction

16

of business, which shall be uniform throughout the county as

17

to each class respectively.

18

To prescribe all forms to be used for the purposes

19

of this chapter not otherwise provided for in this chapter,

20

and the character and manner of keeping books, records, and

21

accounts to be kept by licensees in any matter pertaining to

22

their business.

23

To investigate violations of this chapter -- Chapter

24

244D, which is a liquor tax chapter -- and, notwithstanding

25

any law to the contrary, violations of the department of
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1

health's allowable noise levels, through its investigators or

2

otherwise, to include covert operations, and to report

3

violations to the prosecuting officer for prosecution and,

4

where appropriate, the director of taxation to hear and

5

determine complaints against any licensee.

6

To prescribe, by rule, the terms, conditions, and

7

circumstances under which persons or any class of persons may

8

be employed by holders of licenses.

9

To prescribe, by rule, the terms of any license or

10

solicitor's and representative's permit authorized by this

11

chapter, the annual or prorated amount, the manner of payment

12

of fees for the licenses and permits, and the amount of filing

13

fees.

14
15
16
17

To prescribe, by rule, regulations on dancing in
licensed premises.
To prescribe, by rule, the circumstances and penalty
for the unauthorized manufacture or selling of any liquor.

18

Whoops.

19

And then this next one is just talking about

20

temporary licenses.

21

these conditions.

22

can find it in Chapter Section 281-32.

23

A temporary license can be granted under

And I'm not gonna read them all, but you

And then I want to kind of highlight this one 'cause

24

there has been some kind of discussion a little bit in the

25

liquor control commission meetings.

Notwithstanding any other
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1

law to the contrary, the liquor control commission shall

2

reduce submission requirements, including the waiving of

3

hearings, fees, notarization of documents, submission of floor

4

plans, and other requirements, to provide for the issuance of

5

temporary licenses for the sale of liquor for a period not to

6

exceed one day for fund-raising events by nonprofit

7

organizations.

8
9

So this one, 281-39.5, is liquor license prohibited
where -- and I think Chair U'u asked some questions about this

10

early on in today's meeting.

11

know, owners and lessees of record or registered voters, that

12

was the chair's question, that's where this comes from.

13

this law.

14

issuance of a liquor license for on-site sale and consumption

15

by the drink -- that's what it says -- to any applicant whose

16

establishment is or would be located within 500 feet of a

17

public or private elementary, intermediate, or high school, or

18

public playground utilized extensively by minors, as

19

determined by the liquor control commission -- and so here,

20

here's the thing that some of you might be thinking, why do we

21

do this?

22

shall deny -- shall means must -- the liquor issuance of --

23

the issuance of a liquor license if 40 percent of the

24

registered voters for the area within 500 feet of the nearest

25

of the premises for which the license is asked; or

And so this is where that, you

It's

Liquor control commission may deny or restrict the

Okay -- provided that the liquor control commission
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Owners and lessees of record of real estate and

2

owners of record shares in a cooperative apartment within 500

3

feet of the -- sorry, typo -- nearest point of the premises

4

for which the license is asked have dually filed protests

5

against the granting of the license.

6

Okay.

So -- and then this -- whoops.

This came up

7

in one of our meetings, too.

8

tells us the distance of 500 feet shall be measured from the

9

boundary of the school or public playground to the boundary of

How is it measured?

This HRS

10

the applicant's premises.

11

public or private daycare centers located in or adjacent to

12

commercial areas shall not be deemed schools or public

13

playgrounds for purposes of this section.

14

this section shall not apply to establishments located within

15

areas designated by the county for resort purposes, or to

16

hotel or condo-hotel liquor license applicants.

17

Okay.

Public or private beaches, and

The provisions of

So this Section 281-45, No license issued

18

when -- and it basically says you can't issue to a minor and

19

to people who have -- who have been convicted of felonies.

20

And for businesses or entities, it also prescribes when you

21

can or cannot issue a license if one of those corporate or

22

partnership or LLC members have received a felony.

23

I'm just gonna kind of skip over that part.

24

And then this part is, Part IV is the procedure for

25

obtaining a license.

I think you heard from the director and
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1

deputy with regard to some parts of this, but this part

2

specifically says how -- what is the procedure for obtaining a

3

license.

4

out -- I don't have any more slides on this, but, you know,

5

when the liquor control commission -- you'll see on your

6

agendas what says preliminary hearing, and then you also

7

sometimes maybe in the same agenda it says public hearing.

8

the preliminary hearing, as Director Silva said this morning,

9

is really the kind of beginning step to see if it should go

Now, with regard to -- I just want to kind of point

So

10

forward.

11

agenda, you're not approving the liquor license; you're just

12

not objecting to it to continue the process.

13

public hearing, that's the portion when the public can, you

14

know, testify for or against, you'll receive the protests by

15

them, and that's when you approve or deny the liquor license.

16

Next, I want to talk to you about the third body of

17

laws with regard to the liquor laws of Maui County, and these

18

are the county's administrative rules.

19

have in your binder -- and, again, Director Silva talked about

20

this already -- Chapter 101 are the rules governing the

21

manufacture and sale of intoxicating liquor of the County of

22

Maui.

23

So when you see the preliminary hearing on your

It's at the

The first one that you

These are the subchapters, basically, listed up

24

there, and when you look at the HRS, it basically gives you

25

what the law is for the state with regard to liquor laws, but
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1

it also leaves out some important procedural requirements, and

2

that's where the administrative rules come in.

3

prior commissions go and adopt these administrative rules, and

4

it clarifies or describes how the commission is to carry out

5

the HRS.

You know,

It just elaborates more on what the HRS says.

6

The other set of administrative rules is Chapter

7

102, Rules governing administrative practice and procedures of

8

the liquor commission and liquor control adjudication board.

9

And, excuse me, if you've been on county boards or commissions

10

before, these might look similar to the other rules of

11

practice and procedure that you see on other county boards and

12

commissions.

13

business, meetings, what you need on your agendas, and things

14

like that.

15

describes, sets the procedure for some of the laws contained

16

in the HRS Chapter 281.

17

It talks about elections, transaction of

And it -- and, again, it also clarifies,

So next, I'm gonna go on to the Sunshine Law.

Do

18

you guys want to ask me any questions about anything so far

19

before I move on?

20

(No response.)

21

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

Okay.

So hearing none, I'm

22

gonna move on to the Sunshine Law, everybody's favorite topic,

23

HRS Chapter 92.

24

Excuse me.

25

Okay.

Cough for just a minute.

So what is the Sunshine Law?

The Sunshine
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1

Law is Hawaii's open meetings law.

2

and restrictions on how all state and county boards conduct

3

their business.

4

information practices, which offers training videos and other

5

great memos and things to help people understand the Sunshine

6

Law.

7

that Open Meetings Guide to the Sunshine Law, and they update

8

it periodically, and especially when there have been

9

amendments to the Sunshine Law.

It imposes requirements

It's administered by the office of

One of the great things that they do is they provide

You folks all received that

10

document in your packet.

11

though it's like 40 pages.

12

know about the Sunshine Law you can find in that Open Meetings

13

Guide.

14

It's really great reading, even
Pretty much everything you need to

So what is the general policy and intent of the

15

Sunshine Law?

16

scrutiny and participation by requiring boards to conduct

17

their business as openly as possible.

18

It is to open up governmental process to public

There are exceptions to the Sunshine Law, but they

19

are to be strictly construed against closed meetings.

20

absent a specific statutory exception that I'll discuss in a

21

little bit, board business cannot be discussed in secret.

22

And

So all meetings of county boards are required to be

23

open to the public unless an executive meeting or other

24

exception is authorized under the law.

25

requirement also applies to the meetings of any board

The open meetings
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committees or subgroups.

2

So what do we need for an open meeting?

And first

3

is the notice, and that's your agenda.

4

posted at least six calendar days before the meeting, and if

5

it is not posted at least six calendar days before the

6

meeting, the meeting has to be canceled.

7

The agenda must be

The agenda must list all items to be considered at

8

the meeting, and it must be sufficiently detailed to give the

9

public an idea of what will be discussed, affording them the

10

opportunity to decide whether to participate.

11
12

Of course, it has to have the date, time, and place
of the meeting.

13

And no additions are -- should be added to the

14

agenda once it's filed unless two-thirds affirmative vote of

15

all members to which the board is entitled agrees.

16

But, no item shall be added if it is of reasonably

17

major importance, and action therein will affect a significant

18

number of persons.

19

amend the agenda to add it, and we just wait until the next

20

meeting, where we can do proper posting six days before.

21

If that's the case, then we cannot add it,

At an open meeting, there is opportunity for public

22

testimony.

23

to submit data, views, or arguments, in writing, on any agenda

24

item.

25

present oral testimony on any agenda item.

All interested persons shall have the opportunity

All interested persons shall have the opportunity to
And boards may
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1

make reasonable time limit of oral testimony.

2

control commission, you have that in your rules, and it is two

3

minutes on an agenda item, and at the discretion of the chair,

4

an additional minute may be granted to conclude the testimony.

5

And if unable to do so, an additional two minutes will be

6

granted after all others desiring to speak have been heard.

7

didn't find a similar rule for the liquor control adjudication

8

board, but I might just have missed that.

9

For the liquor

I

So an open meeting also requires minutes; they're

10

mandatory.

11

meeting.

12

has to say the substance of all matters proposed, discussed,

13

or decided and a record, by individual member, of any votes

14

taken.

15

to be noted by any commissioners or board members.

16

to be made available within 40 days of the meeting.

17

minutes have not been approved by the board or commission

18

within those 40 days, a draft set of the minutes has to be

19

posted.

20

It has to have the date, time, and place of the

It has to record the members absent and present.

It

It also should include any other information requested

So what is a meeting anyway?

And it has
If the

A meeting means the

21

convening of a board for which a quorum is required to make or

22

to deliberate toward a decision upon a matter over which the

23

board has supervision, control, jurisdiction, or advisory

24

pour.

25

So quorum for the liquor control commission and the
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1

liquor control adjudication board, you all have nine members;

2

five members is a quorum.

3

meeting.

4

taken by a motion approved by five of the nine members.

5

We need five members to hold a

And all actions of the board or commission must be

So generally, what's the Sunshine Law?

Members of a

6

board can't gather to discuss board business outside of a

7

meeting (unless an exception applies), which I'll talk about

8

in, like, one second.

9

There shall be no serial communications, meaning

10

Member A cannot talk to Member B about something, and then B

11

talk to Member C about the same thing or Member A talk to

12

Member C about the same thing.

13

communications, and case law says that is not allowed.

14

So that's serial

Board members cannot discuss board business by

15

phone, fax, email, or social media.

16

to face, you cannot do via any technology.

17

What you cannot do face

What about social gatherings?

You know, Christmas

18

parties, chance meetings, seeing them at Costco, other

19

members, just do not discuss board business.

20

want to be mindful of the people watching you.

21

you may be talking about the weather, you know, there may be

22

some member from the public that's gonna allege that you guys

23

were discussing board business, so just kind of be mindful of

24

what people perceive.

25

You also kind of
Even though

Can you discuss board business with non-board
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1

members?

2

members, but if you have executive sessions, do not disclose

3

any executive meeting discussions.

4

Generally, yes, you can discuss with non-board

So what -- what is board business, anyway?

It is

5

matters over which the board has supervision, control,

6

jurisdiction, or advisory power and that are before or are

7

reasonably expected to come before the board.

8
9

Okay.

So now, let's talk about those statutory

exceptions to discussing board business outside of a meeting.

10

They're called permitted interactions.

11

HRS 92-2.5, and there are only eight of them.

12

Sunshine Law authorizes interactions between board members

13

outside of a meeting in specified circumstances, such

14

interactions cannot be used to circumvent the requirements or

15

the spirit of the Sunshine Law to make a decision or to

16

deliberate towards a decision upon a matter which the board

17

has supervision, control, jurisdiction, or advisory power.

18

They're contained in
And while the

So the first one out of eight is permitted

19

interaction between two board members.

20

discuss board business outside of a meeting as long as no

21

commitment to vote is made or sought.

22

communication contrary to the Sunshine Law for a board member

23

to discuss the same board business with more than one other

24

board member through a series of one-on-one meetings.

25

Two board members may

It would be a serial

The second permitted interaction is the permitted or
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1

temporary investigative group, PIG or TIG.

2

members, but less than quorum, can be authorized by the

3

commission to investigate matters concerning board business.

4

This exception can be used to gather information relevant to a

5

matter before the board that maybe the whole board doesn't

6

want to take up at meetings but maybe want to assign a couple

7

of members to go out and do some research, investigation, and

8

to bring that information back to the board.

9

Two or more

This permitted interaction is very useful, very

10

helpful at times, but I just want to caution you all that it

11

does take at least three meetings.

12

consecutive meetings, but it does take three meetings to take

13

action.

14

and Meeting C.

15

It doesn't have to be

And so I'm just gonna call it Meeting A, Meeting B,

So at Meeting A, the scope of the investigation and

16

scope of each member's authority are defined at the meeting.

17

So who is on the TIG, what the TIG is supposed to do; that's

18

at Meeting A.

19

And then Meeting B, all findings and recommendations

20

from the TIG must be presented to the entire board or

21

commission at a meeting.

22

And then Meeting C that's when deliberation and

23

decision-making on the matter investigated can occur.

24

Meeting B is just the presentation, and then Meeting C is when

25

you can take action on it.
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And the reason why it's separated is it could be an

2

oral report to the whole board and so to give the public

3

opportunity to think about what the presentation was and to

4

maybe provide testimony; that's why the decision-making has to

5

come at the next meeting.

6

So this next permitted interaction is presentations,

7

negotiations, and discussion.

8

more members, but less than quorum, to present, discuss, or

9

negotiate any position that the board has formally adopted at

10

a meeting.

11
12

The board may assign two or

The board member should not represent the board
unless formal authority has been given at a meeting.

13

The liquor control -- liquor control commission did

14

this, I believe, at a few meetings ago with regard to the

15

charter commission testimony.

16

vice -- former Vice Chair Becraft and former Chair Bolosan to

17

represent the commission to present its recommendations to the

18

charter commission.

19

I think you folks assigned

The next permitted interaction is selection of board

20

officers.

21

discuss between themselves the selection of the board's

22

officers.

23

Two or more members, but less than quorum, can

This next one is kind of relevant to today's meeting

24

with regard to the liquor control adjudication board.

25

testimony and presentations at canceled meetings.
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1

meeting is canceled due to lack of quorum or technology

2

problems, the members present may receive testimony and

3

presentations on agenda items.

4

testifiers and presenters.

5

can occur at that canceled meeting.

6

decision-making can only occur at a subsequent duly noticed

7

meeting.

8

and reported to absent members at the next meeting.

9

testimony and presentations received shall also be given to

Members may question

No deliberation or decision-making
Deliberation and

And a record must be created by the members present
Copies of

10

absent members.

11

given to the absent liquor control adjudication board members

12

for the next meeting.

13

And so, of course, my PowerPoint will be

This next permitted interaction is attendance at

14

other meetings.

15

attend informational meetings or presentations on matters

16

relating to board business, including a meeting of another

17

board or the county council.

18

discussion so long as the discussions occur as part of the

19

informational meeting or presentation.

20

to a vote on the matter may be made or sought.

21

members must report their attendance and the matters presented

22

and discussed that relate to board business to the whole board

23

at the next meeting.

24
25

Two or members, but less than quorum, may

Members may participate in

No commitment relating
Attending

This next one, permitted interaction with
discussions with governor.

Discussions between one or more
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1

members and the governor are authorized to be conducted in

2

private, provided that the discussion does not cover a matter

3

over which the board is exercising its adjudicatory function.

4

Administrative matters.

Certain routine

5

administrative matters, such as board budget or employment

6

matters, can be discussed between two or more members of the

7

board and the head of the department to which the board is

8

administratively assigned.

9

So that was the permitted interactions.

There's

10

another way to basically close the meeting to the public, and

11

that's with executive meetings, executive sessions.

12

they're anticipated in advance, it should be put on the

13

agenda.

14

vote must be taken to amend the agenda to add the executive

15

meeting and a vote requires two-thirds affirmative vote of the

16

members present.

17

up a majority of all the members total, so we have to do a

18

little bit of math.

19

If

If they're unanticipated, not put on the agenda, a

And members voting in favor must also make

The purpose of the executive meeting should be

20

announced in open session.

21

executive session to consult with the board's attorney on

22

questions and issues pertaining to the board's powers, duties,

23

privileges, immunities, and liabilities.

For example, I wish to go into

24

Now, for executive sessions, executive meetings,

25

there are only eight reasons why we can go in, only eight.
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1

Some people may think, oh, you know, I don't want to talk

2

about this particular thing in public; can I go into executive

3

session?

4

a lot of these eight reasons, I don't see it occurring in the

5

liquor control commission or liquor control adjudication board

6

meetings, but I did highlight the things that may pop up at

7

one of your meetings.

8
9

No, unless it's one of these eight reasons.

And for

And the second bullet point is, Consider the hire,
evaluation, dismissal, or discipline of an officer or employee

10

or of charges brought against the officer or employee where

11

matters affecting privacy are involved.

12

And then, the next one is consulting with the

13

board's attorneys concerning the board's powers, duties,

14

immunities, privileges, and liabilities.

15

I wanted to kind of highlight this for the liquor

16

control adjudication board members.

17

Sunshine Law, HRS 92-6, and it basically says this part shall

18

not apply to adjudicatory functions exercised by a board and

19

governed by Section 91-8, which are declaratory rulings by

20

agencies, and 91-9, which are contested case hearings.

21

Sunshine Law doesn't apply to those, those issues.

22

This is part of the

So the

I want to talk about the new Sunshine Law; I think

23

it passed last year's legislative session.

24

effect, I believe, January 2nd of this year.

25

boards to hold remote meetings via interactive conference

It went into
So this allows
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1

technology.

2

COVID, but the law actually was amended to specifically detail

3

how we can do that.

4

boards to hold remote meetings over the internet, a board must

5

still provide at least one physical location where members of

6

the public may attend a public meeting in person, even if the

7

rest of the meeting is being conducted remotely.

8

see on your BlueJeans screen, you see Chair U'u in the liquor

9

control department conference room, that is our required

I know we've all been doing that throughout

So although the Sunshine Law allows

So if you

10

physical location.

11

the meeting, or the members of the public can show up there to

12

either observe or testify at our meeting at that public

13

location.

14

remotely view and testify at the meeting.

15

members must be visible to other members and the public during

16

the public portion of the remote meeting.

17

All of you folks could have gone there for

The agenda must also tell the public how to
A quorum of board

So I think I might have told you folks, especially

18

maybe the liquor control commissioners throughout the last few

19

months, keep your video on, everybody needs to be seen, but

20

the Sunshine Law, the Open Meetings Guide, I saw this in their

21

guide, it does say only a quorum of board members must be

22

visible to other board members.

23

you all turn it on anyway because we all know BlueJeans

24

connectivity problems so, you know, we might lose your --

25

someone's video without anyone's fault, just the Blue Jeans,

I do suggest that, you know,
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2

turn on their videos.

3

So, you know, I do still suggest everybody

At the start of the meeting, the chair must announce

4

the names of the participating board members, and board

5

members attending from private locations must state who else

6

is with them.

7

when the chair asks -- you know, he does the roll call and

8

says, you know, Members, please indicate who is present with

9

you at your location.

10
11

67

So that's where, you know, this is coming from

That's where that -- this comes from.

All votes must be conducted by roll call unless the
vote is unanimous.

12

Now, if the audiovisual connection is lost at the

13

required meeting site or the remote connections of the board

14

members during the public portion of the meeting, the Sunshine

15

Law requires the meeting to be automatically recessed for up

16

to 30 minutes while the board attempts to restore the

17

connection.

18

running.

19

communication if the visual connection cannot be restored,

20

provided that the board has provided reasonable notice to the

21

public as to how to access the reconvened meeting after an

22

interruption.

23

So we need to try to get the video back up and

The board may reconvene with audio-only

If the meeting has been reconvened by audio-only

24

communication, speakers must state their names before

25

speaking.

Copies of nonconfidential visual materials must be
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1

made available by posting on the internet or other means to

2

all participating members, or those agenda items cannot be

3

acted upon.

4

situation is Maria will post it on Document Center, where, you

5

know, everything is usually posted, and possibly email to the

6

commissioners.

7

Center, the commissioners and board members can get it through

8

either email or Document Center.

9

So what I think what will happen in this

So the public can get it through Document

If the meeting cannot be reconvened within 30

10

minutes after interruption to connection and reasonable notice

11

has not been provided to the public of how the meeting will be

12

continued to another date or time, then the meeting is

13

automatically terminated.

14

Now, there are new Sunshine Law provisions

15

specifically related to the executive sessions.

16

new law says members may participate via telephone or

17

audio-only.

18

legislature made a mistake because it kind of doesn't make

19

sense to me that you can turn off your video during executive,

20

but you have to keep it on during regular, but that is what it

21

is.

22

And so the

It's kind of weird to me; I feel like the

The chair must publicly state the names and titles

23

of all authorized participants.

24

that no unauthorized person is present with them or able to

25

hear them at their remote locations or via another audio or

All participants must confirm
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1

visual connection.

2

must also check the list of participants and confirm that no

3

unauthorized person has access to the executive session.

4

The board's secretary or meeting moderator

So what happens if there are Sunshine Law

5

violations?

6

actions.

7

attorney's fees and costs may be awarded to the prevailing

8

party.

9

members may be found guilty of a misdemeanor or may be removed

10

A lawsuit may be filed to void the board's

There could be an injunction granted by the judge,

And for willful violations of the Sunshine Law, board

from the board.

11

I just have a couple of slides on Robert's Rules of

12

Order.

13

chair controls the flow and order of the meeting.

14

must know the rules and the law.

15

commissioners should look to the chair and obtain the chair's

16

permission to speak or debate.

17

BlueJeans, I know Chair U'u might not be able to see

18

everybody, so I think he's okay with everybody just kind of

19

speaking up and asking permission to speak.

I think you guys are all pretty good with this.

20

The

The chair

Board members and

In these situations with

And so, for motions, a motion must be made and

21

seconded prior to the motion being received and considered by

22

the board.

23

no longer the property of the mover, but of the board.

24

any amendment, friendly or otherwise, must be adopted by the

25

full body by vote or unanimous consent.

Once a motion has been stated by the chair, it's
And

And once adopted or
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1

defeated, everybody returns to the main motion to discuss and

2

vote.

3

I'm gonna now turn to the ethics portion of this

4

presentation, and we're gonna talk about the Maui County

5

Charter Article 10, Code of Ethics.

6

lists the prohibitions, and so no member shall accept gifts or

7

money.

8
9

In this Section 10-4, it

No member shall disclose information which by law is
not available to the public and which the member acquires in

10

the course of his official duties or use such information for

11

his personal gain or for the benefit of anyone.

12

I just want to remind everybody, if you have an executive

13

session, do not disclose that information to anyone outside of

14

the people in that executive session.

15

This section,

No member shall engage in any business transaction

16

or activity or have a financial interest that is incompatible

17

with the proper discharge of the board member's official

18

duties or may tend to impair a board member's independence of

19

judgment in the performance of official duty.

20
21

No member shall use county property or personnel for
other than a public activity or purpose.

22

And no member shall fail to disclose a financial

23

interest or vote on a matter affected by an action of a county

24

agency.

25

Now, the Maui County Board of Ethics created a Gifts
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1

Protocol Quick Guide in 2020 because there were a lot of

2

questions about gifts.

3

What do we have to say no to?

4

might come with a box of Krispy Kremes or whatever; can I eat

5

one?

6

board of ethics, so they came up with this quick guide.

7

kind of jotted some things down, but you all received the

8

quick guide in your meeting materials.

9

Document Center under our today's meeting.

What can we -- what can we accept?
You know, some -- some people

You know, other -- there were lots of questions to the
I

It's posted on

10

So the board of ethics basically says that the gifts

11

allowed are unsolicited gifts of aloha, valued at $25 or less,

12

that can be shared with coworkers, such as cookies, snacks, or

13

malasadas.

14
15
16
17
18

Meals or events that include food and beverage
valued at $50 or less.
Gifts from a family member or long-time friend who
does not do any business with the county.
Gifts from a foundation or a government agency that

19

wants to support government employees.

20

Gifts not allowed:

Food or alcoholic beverages from

21

a vendor or contractor or someone licensed, regulated, or

22

inspected by an employee's county agency.

23

members too.

24
25

Gifts not allowed:

Meeting board and

Cash or gift cards, travel

upgrades, golf or tickets to sporting events, tickets to
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1

concerts, theoretical performances, movies, parties, or other

2

entertainment events; and alcoholic beverages.

3

So what happens, what -- if you think you have a

4

conflict or a potential conflict, what do you do?

5

disclose any potential conflict to the board.

6

time, request a deferral and seek an advisory opinion on the

7

specific issue from the board of ethics.

8

obtains an advisory opinion from the board of ethics and acts

9

accordingly or acts in accordance with the opinions of the

You should

If there's

And if a member

10

board of ethics, the board member shall not be held liable for

11

violating the county charter.

12

So I just want to make note here that the board of

13

ethics, one of their main duties is to render advisory

14

opinions for employees, members of boards and commissions when

15

there's a question about a potential conflict.

16

you do that is you write a letter to the board of ethics

17

detailing what the conflict is, and then they will schedule a

18

meeting.

19

under -- you know, pursuant to the Sunshine Law, they have to

20

agendize if six days before their meeting.

21

meeting, they will discuss it and then render an advisory

22

opinion.

23

actually, that's what they're there for.

24

advisory opinion and your letter's detailed so that they can,

25

you know, make a good advisory opinion to your recollection,

And the way

Their meetings are just like you folks'.

It's

But at their

People may think, Oh, I don't want to do that, but,
And if you get an
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1

it basically helps you if there's any allegation of violating

2

the charter.

3

So decision challenges and penalties.

A complaint

4

may be filed with the board of ethics for a violation of the

5

code of ethics and for failure to follow the charter's ethics

6

requirements.

7

commission.

8

Board members may be fined or removed from the

So I next want to go to -- maybe I should stop here.

9

Any questions related to anything I just said?

10

also save the questions for me at the end too.

11

(No response.)

12

CORP COUNSEL OANA:

And you can

I want to talk about the

13

attendance policy.

14

the Maui County Code, which became 2.41.090, the attendance

15

policy for board members and commissioners.

16

the proper function of county government that duly appointed

17

members of all boards, commissions, and committees fully and

18

faithfully serve and attend all duly noticed, regularly

19

scheduled meetings of their respective boards, commissions,

20

and committees.

21

A few years ago, there was an amendment to

It is vital to

Attendance will be recorded as either present,

22

absent or unexcused, or excused.

23

attend a meeting, the member must notify the chair and the

24

staff.

25

your absence at least 48 hours prior to the meeting.

If a member is unable to

Please notify the board secretaries with the reason of
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In a six-month period, once a board, commission, or

2

committee record reflects a member's nonattendance of 50

3

percent or more meetings, or absences (inaudible) days of the

4

member's last unexcused or excused absence, the chair or staff

5

must send a letter to the mayor, with a copy to the council,

6

informing of the member's attendance record.

7

point, the mayor's EA will probably give you folks a call and

8

ask why you folks haven't attended.

9

And at that

Next, gonna turn to the County of Maui Policy

10

Against Discrimination.

11

packet.

12

someplace handy in the county website.

13

states, No individual employed by the county, or applying for

14

employment with the county, shall be subjected to

15

discrimination on the basis of race, sex, including gender

16

identity or expression, sexual orientation, age, religion,

17

color, ancestry, national origin, disability, genetic

18

information, marital/civil union status, pregnancy, arrest and

19

court record, assignment of child support, National Guard

20

participation, domestic or sexual violence victims status,

21

retaliation/reprisal or any other basis covered by state or

22

federal laws governing nondiscrimination.

23

You guys have it in your meeting

It's in Document Center.

It's also probably
But it basically

It is illegal and against county policy for any

24

officer or employee to discriminate or harass, or engage in

25

the harassment of another officer, employee, the public, or
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1

individual under consideration for county employment.

2

employees and applicants are also protected against

3

retaliation.

4

county's boards and commissions are also covered by this

5

policy.

6

County

And as officers of the county, members of the

And this next thing I want to cover is the County of

7

Maui Violence in the Workplace Action Plan.

8

this document in your meeting materials.

9

Center and on the County of Maui website.

Again, you have

It's on Document
The county is

10

committed to promoting and maintaining a safe and healthy work

11

environment for all of its officers, employees, and the

12

public, which is free from violence.

13

violence will not be tolerated.

14

contradiction to the county's zero tolerance of acts of

15

violence may be subject to prosecution for criminal violations

16

of the law.

17

with personnel laws, rules, and collective bargaining

18

agreements.
And that's it for me.

20

CHAIR U'U:
adjudicators?

(No response.)

23

CHAIR U'U:

25

Any questions?

Any questions from the commission or the

22

24

Persons acting in

And other actions taken will be in accordance

19

21

Acts or threats of

Seeing none, I'll turn it over to

Director Silva.
DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

Thank you, Chair U'u.
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Thank you very much, Jen; that was very in-depth and
a very good presentation.

3

Thank you very much.

I just wanted to touch on one thing because now, as

4

commissioners and adjudication board members, what you're

5

gonna notice is you may begin to be noticed when you're out

6

and about in the public in your activities of your daily life.

7

And there are specific rules that you should be aware of and

8

that if you're not aware of, you could end up getting, you

9

know, in a situation just because you are going to be more

10

recognizable at this point on account of who you are and as

11

commission members and adjudication board members.

12

102 of the Rules of the Liquor Commission, it's a rule called

13

Ex Parte Communications.

14

commission, you'll find that on page 102-31 in Section

15

08-102-34.

16

through it real quickly.

17

commission and board members, but any matter before the

18

commission, no person, either in private or public life, shall

19

communicate privately on the merits of any application or case

20

with any commission member or the commission staff unless

21

specifically provided for by law.

22

staff or any other government agency who participates in the

23

proceeding as a witness or counsel shall communicate privately

24

on the merits of any application or case with any commission

25

member on (inaudible) by law.

In section

Specifically for the liquor

And basically all it's saying -- and I'll go
It's pretty much identical for both

No commission member's

All commission members shall
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I'm sorry to interrupt.

Can

Because some people are having a hard

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

Sorry.

No commission

6

member shall communicate with any person or investigate

7

privately on the merits of any application or case unless

8

specifically provided by law.

9

engaged in a public communication as specified herein, the

And if a commission member has

10

commission member must fully disclose the improper

11

communication and afford the parties and commission members

12

the opportunity to rebut, present evidence and argument to the

13

improper communication.

14

This is a situation that can -- you might be out at

15

dinner somewhere; you might be walking through Costco or some

16

other situation where somebody may approach you in regards to

17

an application that may be before the commission or for a case

18

that may be coming before the adjudication board where these

19

types of communications come into play.

20

heads-up, more or less, because, you know, it doesn't take

21

long; people are gonna know who you are and what you do and

22

what your authority is.

23

in mind of that.

So this is just a

So just be mindful of that and keep

That's all I have for that.

24

CHAIR U'U:

25

DIRECTOR LAYNE N. SILVA:

Anything else, Director?
No.
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CHAIR U'U:

Any questions for either the director or

corporation counsel, Members?

3

(No response.)

4

CHAIR U'U:

Seeing none, moving on to the last item

5

of our agenda, the adjournment part.

6

to adjourn the meeting.

7

adjourn the meeting.

9

CHAIR U'U:

I make a motion, Chair, to

Motion made by --

10

COMMISSIONER PATEL:

11

CHAIR U'U:

Sne Patel.

-- Commissioner Patel.

COMMISSIONER DE MELLO:

14

MEMBER DUDOIT:

15

CHAIR U'U:

17
18
19

Do I have a

second?

13

16

I'll entertain a motion

Need a motion to adjourn the meeting.

COMMISSIONER PATEL:

8

12

78

Shane Dudoit.

I'll second.

I second.

I'll give the second to Adjudicator

Any discussion?

Jen, for clarification, do I need to do a roll call
or not for adjournment?
CORP COUNSEL OANA:

Not if everybody's unanimous.

20

You can say with no objections, and then somebody can object

21

if they want.

22
23
24

CHAIR U'U:

With no objections, the annual workshop

special meeting is now adjourned.

Aloha.

(Gavel.)

(The proceedings were adjourned at 11:10 a.m.)
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